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Piper Alderman’s Sydney office last week hosted the launch of a new book written by Piper Alderman partner  
Alan Jessup on the complex issue of managed investment schemes.

The book, entitled “Management Investment Schemes” and published by 
Federation Press, provides a detailed overview of managed investment 
schemes and the regulatory framework of corporations and taxation 
law, as well as the history of the schemes and potential future reforms.

The firm was honoured that The Hon Michael Kirby AC CMG was able 
to officate the launch. He described the book as a “masterpiece” written 
by “the leading authority on Managed Investment Schemes in Australia”.

Alan Jessup has significant experience in both the corporate law and taxation requirements associated  
with managed investment schemes including licensing, registration, PDS and taxation ruling or opinion.

Alan commented:

“Managed investment schemes account for around $1.8bn of funds under management in Australia, making the schemes 
important to the Australian economy. In this book, which is aimed at the legal profession, law students and industry, I have 
used my significant experience to provide a practical insight into the schemes, including the important tax issues involved in 
the schemes.”

To obtain a copy of the book or for more information, please click here to visit Federation Press.

Piper Alderman 

Piper Alderman is a full-service, commercial law firm with offices in  
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Adelaide. We have 53 partners, over  
160 lawyers and more than 325 staff in total. Our firm is committed to  
continual excellence in the practice of law, having been leading advisers  
to commercial interests across Australia for over 160 years. We have  
achieved our impressive growth by listening to our clients, responding  
to their needs and creating practical legal solutions.

To find out more about us visit www.piperalderman.com.au
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